• Structural effects in low-energy fission.
• Structural effects in fragmentation products.
o Enhancement of specific classes of nuclei.
• Recent experimental results.
• Theoretical interpretation.
• Speculative ideas.
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Even-odd structure in low-energy fission
Results from e.m.-induced fission of 70 different secondary projectiles (Steinhäuser et al., NPA634 89, 1998) [δ Z is a measure of the deviation of 4 yields from a Gaussian curve (Tracy et al., PRC5 222, 1972)] Strong even-odd effect at asymmetry: Odd protons prefer heavy fragment Even-odd effect for even-Z systems at symmetry: Measure of pairing correlations Survival of cold proton (neutron) subsystem New idea (F. Rejmund et al., NPA678, 215, 2000) Even-odd structure due to survival of completely paired configuration. Cuts with fixed N-Z Complex fine structure:
• Even-even enhanced • Multiples of alpha particles strongly enhanced • Very neutron-rich odd-Z (even-N) enhanced
Local even-odd effect (Tracy)
Quantitative measure of even-odd effect.
Observations of fine structure in fragmentation • Neutron-rich odd-Z even-N nuclei enhanced: o Continuum effects on neutron pairing?
Conclusion
Structural effects in low-energy fission:
• Survival of pairing and shells in cold nuclei.
• Qualitatively explained by conventional models.
• Quantitative prediction needs more advanced dynamical models.
Structural effects in fragmentation etc.:
• Appearance of complex structures after the deexcitation of highly excited systems: Even-even nuclei N = Z nuclei Neutron-rich odd-Z, even-Z nuclei • Not explained by conventional models.
• New experimental information on complex nuclear-structure phenomena.
